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Putting the Panels to work. 
by Sally O’Wheel  

There is a rumour that there exists a US 
Quaker Tapestry that consists of a number of 
panels,  stored under a bed in a nursing 
home. This is nightmare material!  
Meanwhile we have now 20 Australian 
panels and it is a concern for me. Where 
are they stored?  

I understand the original idea was that the 
person who stitched a panel would be 
responsible for caring for it. What do we 

think of that idea? It seems to have been 
lost. It is sometimes suggested that they 
should all be together at Silver Wattle. The 
argument against that is, what if there was a 
fire or a flood and we lost the lot! Better to 
have them split up around the states so that 
the risk is spread.At the moment they are in 
Queensland, Victoria, South Australia and 
Tasmania. I cannot tell how many are on 
display but I can say that since November 
the five panels in Tasmania have mostly 
been in a suitcase in the spare room. I have 
the Elizabeth Fry Retreat on display in the 
dining room. It has also been viewed by the 
Devonport Embroiderers Guild  at ‘show 
and tell’ and taken to Melbourne City 
Meeting. When Jason McLeod held a 
session in Deloraine I took the Vigil and the 
East Timor panels and I have also taken East 
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Timor to a Greens Meeting, and quoted it in 
the minutes; as the secretary, I write the 
minutes. I have taken all the panels to the 
Devonport meeting, one at a time.  

It would be good to know if the other 
panels in other states are being taken out 
and if so when and where. We know that all 
the panels will be gathered in one place at 
Yearly Meeting and a public exhibition in 
Hobart following Yearly Meeting is being 
organised. In the mean time, we have over 
four months.  

I was unsuccessful in getting my five panels 
displayed in the Hobart Meeting House. It is 
difficult because I live three hours away.  
Now that school has started my efforts have 
been directed to the Friends School and just 
this week have had some positive news. At 
least they can be displayed in the school for 
two weeks prior to Yearly Meeting. Speaking 
today to Karen Wilson, the Quaker/School 
liaison person, she thinks it can be stretched 
out for longer than that, if I can get the 
panels to the school.  

I came up with a plan to get the panels seen 
by more people. If a Friend or group of 
Friends is organising an event or even if 
they just want to do it, they can ask to have 
any panels transported to their city. As we 
are flush - thanks, Calendar sales - we can 
bear the cost of transporting them.  

When I approached Mary Grbavic about 
displaying the panels in Kelvin Grove she 
said:  

I may have got it wrong, but I was 
under the impression that there was 
a concern about dust, moth & other 
insects with displaying the fabric 
panels. With many Qld homes open 
to the elements/breezes, this could 
be a factor. Hanging them in the 
MH, which is used by many hirers, I 
feel has a risk factor. There is no 
aircon., only fans. I would be 
nervous of being responsible in our 
premises.  

Indeed these are issues to consider. We 
have to find a balance between wrapping 
the panels in cotton wool - under a bed in 
the nursing home - and displaying them 
carelessly. I tend to err on the side of risk 
but others will not agree. There doesn’t 
seem any point in spending years stitching a 
work of art that is not displayed. They were 
made for outreach, so lets put them to work.  

Meanwhile, if you have an idea of how, 
where and when to display panels, you can 
see where each panel is by looking on the 
web page. 
 https://www.quakersaustralia.info/
Stitches/complete-panels  

You can contact that Friend and have them 
transported to you. Think about the 
meetings you attend, the events you are 
involved with. How would one of the 
panels enhance that event? Or would you 
just like to have a panel displayed in your 
lounge room where your friends and family 
can see it? 

If an embroidery is not viewed by human 
eyes, does it exist?  

This panel is with Judy Wollin at the Gold Coast.  
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Update on the book, second edition  

By Tessa Spratt 

Most of you now know the unfortunate 
experience of our first edition of a book 
celebrating our journey so far. Some of the 
photos were pixelated. I learnt so much and that 
learning curve is getting steeper.  

Barney Reynolds, who has laid out the Victorian 
Quaker News ever since he lived in Victoria 
over 15 years ago and also the Friends in 
Stitches Newsletter, has taken over the task of 
edition 2. Sieneke Martin, who took over 

editorship of Quaker News from me arranged 
for Barney to come over to Melbourne for the 
annual get together of the Quaker News Team – 

and I hijacked Barney for Sunday afternoon to 
go over the progress made on the second 
edition of the book so far.  

It was a very successful afternoon – there is 
nothing like a face to face get together to 
mull things over and we both went away with 
a list of things to check (Who is the stitcher 
on p.14? Does our materiel have a name (An 
interesting answer from Cathy Davies – 
woollen embroidery cloth!)  Who are those 
eight people stitching on p.27 at Yearly 
Meeting in 2013?)  

We have one very interesting little problem 
that Barney is wrestling with the Art Gallery 
over. Sally O’Wheel designed the PEACE 
panel, based on Linor Robey’s embroidery 
which was left to Pat Mavromatis. Currently 
this panel is being embroidered by Margaret 
Bywater in Cambodia. Margaret knew Linor 
well. We are trying to get permission from the 
Art Gallery to use photographs taken by 
Wilma when she visited the Art Gallery to 
view the embroidery. At the time she signed a 
waiver to say the photos would not be 
published. Pat, who donated the embroidery 
to the Art Gallery, is very happy for us to use 
photos of the work in our book. I’ll try and let 
you know how Barney fares in the next 
Newsletter.  

During our conversation, Barney became 
aware of the historic visit to New Zealand 
that Cathy and I made and wants to include 
more of that in the book as well. We are also 

contemplating whether to include some of the 
early samplers – which were all we had in the 
early days as Cathy and I travelled around 
Australia introducing everyone to the concept of 
making our own Australian Quaker Narrative 
Embroidery. 20 panels later Friends! I am so 
proud of everyone. 



Joining a local group 

by Sally O’Wheel 

This year I have started going to the 
Devonport Embroidery Guild. They meet 
every Tuesday for four hours in the library. 
There are about 30 current members. It has 
been a very positive experience. The 
women in the group are exceptionally 
skilled and they can teach me a lot. I have 
not really done embroidery before I got 
involved in the FIS project so my knowledge 
is very basic. Everyone just brings along 
something they are working on and we 
stitch and chat. Once a month they have 
‘share and tell’ and I took along the 
Elizabeth Fry Retreat and spoke about Sarah 
Swindale, Quakers and prison reform.  

So far I have been working on my practice 
piece for Cherish our Place. It is a boost to 
have dedicated time to do it. Everyone was 
keenly interested in it as I wasn’t working to 
a pattern but sort of making it up as I went 
along. It is the back ground at the top of my 
panel and when I start to stitch on the 
actual panel it won’t be exactly like this.  

Doing this piece gave me an idea of how to 
start my panel.  

The Guild run an annual ‘challenge’ and a 
workshop during the year. This year’s 
‘challenge’ is ‘bugs’ so I am planning to 
scour Backhouse’s book to find some insect 
that he saw in the north west Tasmanian 
forest to incorporate into my panel. The 
workshop is about the Golden Whistler. 
That too will find a place on Cherish our 
Place.   

 One of the members of the group, Anne 
Lockett, is a big fan of the Quaker 
Embroidery project. She has been an 
enthusiastic purchaser of calendars and 
cards and it is largely because of her that I 
have joined the group. Last week she came 
to me and enquired if I had a Friends in 
Stitches group. I do not. She was interested 
in joining the group. I found this quite 
challenging. Am I ready to share the 
stitching of Cherish our Place? I realise that I 
must be willing. How would it be if Anne 
and I could make a Friends in Stitches group 
- á la South Australian FIS - here in little old 
Devonport? It seems an opportunity too 
good to pass up. I’ll keep you posted. 



 The Price of Cards  

Dear Sally, 

Thank you for the beautiful Newsletter. 

I was just thinking about your question of 
"How much would you pay" for the cards.  
 I would personally be happy to pay say $4 
or $5 a card or 5 for $18. Having said that 
I'm on a low income and am more likely to 
buy more if they are at a lower price. 
I'm an artist myself and do like to support 
other artists but can't always afford to.  
I think if the volume of sales is high the 
more money we will make for all the things 
mentioned that can be achieved by the sale 
of cards.  
For this reason I would keep the current SA 
prices. 
Thanking you 
Sharee Harper 

Letter to Mary Grbavic  from her 
sister in England, Ruth Owen; her 
response to being forwarded the 
newsletter 

Hya! 
 Yes, thank you I am interested in the 
tapestry. Remember the days when we were 
girls having to learn embroidery stitches? I 
never thought I might enjoy it but have 
recently done one of the beginners pictures 
of beach huts bought from Kendal and given 
to Harry on it's completion (to his delight) at 
New Year. 
I have printed off a copy of the newsletter 
for Sarah Lane at Evesham Meeting who is 
the Quaker prison Chaplain at Long Lartin 
Prison nearby and who has started a panel 
in the manner of  the main tapestry with the 
prisoners there. We have two members of 
our Meeting who are convinced members 
since they have been at Long Lartin, and 
there is a Quaker 'meeting' each Friday for 
those who want / are allowed to come. They 
call it 'quiet Fridays'. 
Much love, 
Ruth x 
    

Sad letter from Judy Wollin  

Hello all 
I am sorry to have to let you know I am 
laying down an active role in FIS.  
My health has not recovered from Yearly 
Meeting and I am struggling with day to day 
things.  
I am happy to continue to stitch the Kelvin 
Grove Panel. I cannot however take a more 
active role.  
I will not be attending Yearly Meeting.  
Fond Regards 
Judy 

Tessa and I are both very saddened by Judy’s 
poor health and I’m sure Friends in Stitches 
everywhere will hold her in the Light on the 
Gold Coast.  

We are looking for Queensland Friends  to 
help pick up some of the slack in 
Queensland, in particular with some storage 
space to hold the woollen fabric and other 
FIS materials. Please let me know if you can 
help.  


